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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider some hypothesis testing problems regarding

normal means. In these problems, the hypotheses are defined by linear

inequalities on the means. We show that in certain problems the likelihood

ratio rest (LRT) is not very powerful. We describe a test that has the same

size, ex, as the LRT and is uniformly more powerful. The test is easily

implem~nted since its critical values are standard normal percentiles. The

increase in power with the new test can be substantial. For example the new

test's power is l/2ex times bigger (10 times bigger for ex = .05) than the LRT's

power fo"r some parameter points in a simple example.

Specifically let :z = (XlI... ,Xp)' (p ~ 2) be a multivariate normal random

vector with unknown mean e = (PlI''''Pp)' and known, nonsingular covariance

matrix~. We consider testing the null hypothesis

HO: ~iM ~ 0 for some i ="l, ... ,k

versus the alternative hypothesis

b:lL> 0 for all i = 1, ... ,k .-1.#<;

Here ~lI''''~k (k > 2) are specified p-dimensional vectors that define the

hypotheses. Many types of relationships among the means may be described

with the linear inequalities in Ho and Hi' Two interesting types of

hypotheses are those that specify the signs of the means and those that

describe an order relationship among the means. Some examples of

alternative hypotheses that can be specified in this way are these:

~: p. > 0
1.

i = l, ... ,p (sign testing)
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i=2, ... ,p-l

i = 2, ... ,p

(simple loop)

(simple tree).

If Pi = V2 i-VI i where V j i is the average response of the ith patient subset

to the jth treatment, then H~ states that Treatment 2 is better than

Treatment 1 for all subsets. If the Pi are regression coefficients, then H~

states that the mean response increases with each independent variable. In

any case, these relationships would be the alternative hypothesis. Rejection

of Ho by a test with small size would be taken as strong evidence confirming

that the specified sign or order relationship is true.

Sasabuchi (1980) showed that the size-a LRT of Ho versus HI· is the test

that rejects Ho if

z. =
1.

h:X
"1.- > z

a
for all i = 1, ... ,k

where Za is the upper 100a percentile of a standard normal distribution. This

test is biased and has very low power if all the values ~ie' i = l, ... ,k, are

only slightly bigger than zero. We show that the following test is better

than the LRT in that it has the same size, a, and has higher power at all

parameter points. Let the size of the test, a, be less than .5. Define the

integer J by the inequality J-I < l/2a i J. Define the constants co,...,c] by

Co = CD; Cj = Zja, j=I,... ,J-I; and c] = O. (Again, z ja is the upper 100(ja)

percentile of a standard normal distribution.) In many cases, a size-a test

that is uniformly more power than the LRT is the test that rejects Ho if

J
]! £ u R.

j=l J

statistic. The set R1 is the rejection region of the LRT. So this test is
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obviously more powerful than the LRT. But we show that if, for each

i = l, ... ,k, there exists an m =: i such that b i tbm < 0, then this test is also a- -- -

size-a test. It is easy to verify that this condition is satisfied, for example,

for all the HI hypotheses mentioned in the preceding paragraph, except the

simple tree, if ~ is diagonal.

Tests that are even more powerful than those described in the previous

paragraph might exist. We discuss an example of such a test. Its rejection

region is the union of the above rejection region and more sets R j' j > J.

But despite this test's superior power properties, it is rather counterintuitive

because its rejection region includes sample points ~ for which 2i~ < 0 for

all i = l, ... ,k. Since! is an estimate of e, it might seem strange to conclude

that 2ie > 0 for all i = l,... ,k when the observed estimate of e satisfies

2i ~ < 0 for all i = l,... ,k. Thus tests such as in this example may be

primarily of theoretical interest.

All of the previously mentioned results are derived in the t known case.

Sasabuchi (1980) showed that, if ~ is unknown, the LRT is very similar to the

LRT described above. The differences are that ~ is replaced by an estimate

in the denominator of Zi and Za is replaced by t a , at-distribution

percentile. This suggests that if the constants co,... ,CJ are defined in terms

of t percentiles rather than normal percentiles, a uniformly more powerful

size-a test in the unknown ~ case might be obtained. However we discuss an

example that shows that this is not always true. The test constructed in this

way has size greater than a. But in the example the size of the test

converges to a quickly as the degrees of freedom for the estimate of ~

becomes large. So even for moderate degrees of freedom (L 10), this test

might be preferable to the LRT since its power is approximately a and it is

much more powerful than the LRT.
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We also briefly consider this two-sided hypothesis testing problem.

Consider testing

b:u < 0 for some i = l, ... ,k, and b:1L ) 0 for some i = l, ... ,k
""1.';; - ""1.';; -

versus

Hi: ~:M ) 0 for all i = l, •.. ,k or ~:M < 0 for all i = l, ... ,k.
1. 1.

Sasabuchi (1980) showed that the LRT rejects H~ if Zi ~ c for all i = l,... ,k or

Zi i -c for all i = l,... ,k. The determination of the constant c that yields a

size-a test is more difficult than in the one-sided case. Sasabuchi gave some

conditions under which c = Za. We consider only the special case of testing

~: Pi i 0 for some i = l, •.• ,p and Pi 2 0 for some i = l, •.• ,p

versus

p. ) 0 for all i = l, ... ,p or p. < 0 for all i = l, ... ,p •
1. 1

and E= diag(O'f,... ,O'~), a diagonal matrix. Let the constants co,... ,cJ be

defined as above and define CJ+U""CU by Cj = -CU-j. Then we show that

the test that rejects H~ if

23
~ £ U R.

j=l J

where R j = {!: Cj i X;lO'i i Cj-U i = l,... ,p} is a size-a test that is

uniformly more powerful than the LRT. For the special case of p = 2, this

provides a test that is uniformly more powerful than a test proposed by Gail

and Simon (1985) for testing for a qualitative interaction.
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1. TESTING PROBLEM AND LRT

Let !' = (Xu... ,Xp) be a p-variate (p L 2) normal random vector with

unknown mean e and nonsingular covariance matrix E. We will use the

notation! '" Np(e,E). Throughout the paper, except in Section 5, E will be

assumed to be known. The results in this paper can be considered to be

approximately true if E is unknown but a large sample is available for

estimating E. In many applications, E will be a diagonal matrix, that is, the p

populations with means p.u... ,p.p will be independent populations and Xi will

be the sample mean of a random sample from the i th population. But we will

consider the more general setting.

Let 2 u ""2k be k (k L 2) specified p-dimensional vectors. We consider

testing the null hypothesis

HO: QiM i 0 for some i = l, ... ,k

(1.1) versus the alternative hypothesis

Q:M> 0 for all i = l, ...• k .
1.

For this to be meaningful, Hi must be nonempty. (We use the symbol Hi to

denote the set of e vectors specified by the hypothesis, as well as the

statement of the hypothesis.) This would not be the case, for example, if

21 = -22' To simplify the discussion we also assume that there are no

That is there is no b· such that_J

Ie: 2ie > 0, i = l,... ,k} = Ie: 2ie > 0, i = l,... ,k, i ;II: j}. The requirement that

there are no redundant vectors only simplifies notation and proofs and in no

way restricts the hypothesis testing problems we are considering. If p = 2,

then k = 2 because any larger set of ~s would have a redundant vector.

But if p L 3, then k might be any number bigger than one. Sasabuchi (1980)

discusses other conditions that are equivalent to the requirement that Hi is
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nonempty and {2 11.,,2k} has no redundant vectors.

Sasabuchi (1980) showed that the size-a LRT of Ho versus HI is the test

that rejects Ho if

(1.2) z. =
~

.A<~b.
v"l.~-l.

> z
a

for all i = 1, ... , k

where Za is the upper 100a percentile of the standard normal distribution.

Actually, Sasabuchi (1980) considered a slightly different testing

problem. The null hypothesis considered by Sasabuchi was

HO: ~iM ~ 0 for all i = l, •.. ,k with equality for at least one i.

Sasabuchi's alternative hypothesis was the same as ours. So Sasabuchi was

testing the null hypothesis that e is on the boundary of the convex

polyhedral cone defined by {e: 2ie ~ 0 for all i = l,... ,k} versus the

alternative that e is in the interior of the cone. We are testing the null

hypothesis that e is not in the interior of the cone versus the alternative

that it is in the interior. In some cases our formulation may be more

appropriate because the hypotheses do not artificially restrict the natural

parameter space of e. But it is easy to modify Sasabuchi's argument to see

that, in either case, the LRT has a rejection region of the form, reject Ho if

Z1 ~ c for all i = l, ... ,k. To show that (1.2) is the size-a LRT for (1.1), it

remains to show that c = Za yields a size-a test. Our null hypothesis is a

much larger set than Sasabuchi's. So when we take the supremum over Ho

of the rejection probability, we could get a larger value of the size of the

test. But, in fact, the suprema over both sets are the same, as we will show

in Section 3, and (1.2) does define the size-a LRT in our problem as well as

Sasabuchi's.
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The LRT may be thought of as an intersection-union test. Consider the

individual testing problems of testing Ho i: 2ie i 0 versus HI i: 2ie > O.

The uniformly most powerful size-cx test of HOi versus H l i rejects Ho i if

Zi ~ zcx. Our Ho is the union of the Ho i' i = l, ... ,k. Ho can be rejected only

if everyone of the Hoisis rejected and that is what the LRT does. The LRT

rejects Ho if and only if every Hoi is rejected, that is, every Zi l zcx. A test

constructed in this way was called an intersection-union test by GIeser

(1973). More recent papers that use intersection-union tests include Berger

(1982), Cohen, Gatsonis and Marden (1983), and Berger and Sinclair (1984).

The LRT also has two optimality properties. In some cases, it has been

shown to be uniformly most powerful among all monotone, level-cx tests and

admissible. A test is said to be monotone if ~ is a sample point in the

rejection region of the test and x* is another sample point that satisfies

2i ~* ~ 2i ~ for all i = l,... ,k then ~* is also in the rejection region of the

test. Under various conditions it has been shown that the LRT is uniformly

most powerful among all level-cx tests with this monotonicity property.

Lehmann (1952) first proved a result of this type. Cohen and Marden (1983)

prove the result under various conditions. Cohen and Marden (1983) also

show that, in a bivariate problem, the LRT is admissible in that no other test

exists that has a uniformly smaller power function on Ho and a uniformly

bigger power function on Hi" This result has been generalized by Nomakuchi

and Sakata (1987).

Despite these good properties the LRT has some deficiencies. It is a

biased test in that the power function is less than cx for some e £ H l • In

fact, this bias can be quite extreme. For example, suppose

E= diag(a~, ... ,a~) is a diagonal matrix and consider the sign testing problem:
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~: p.. < 0 for some i = 1, ... ,p
1

(1. 3) versus

S > 0 for all i 1, ... ,pHI: p.. = .
1

The LRT rejects H8 if Zi = Xdai ~ Zex for all i = l,... ,p. If!! =2,
Zu... ,Zp are independent normal (0,1) random variables. So the power

function at e = 2 is P(2) = PO (Z1 ~ zex,···,Zp ~ zex) = ex P which is much less

than ex. Of course, e =2 £ Ho but the power function is continuous. So for

e £ H1 that are close to 2, the power will be approximately ex p
• To some

extent this bias is unavoidable. A result of Lehmann (1952) shows that in

some problems of the type we are considering, no unbiased, nonrandomized

tests exists. Nomakuchi and Sakata (1987) also discuss this. But, in fact,

tests do exist that have the same size as the LRT and are uniformly more

powerful. Tests with this property are described in Sections 3 and 4. For

example, for the above problem, the test in Section 3 has power equal to

ex P- 1/2 at !! = 2. Thus this test's power is (ex P- 1/2)/ex P = l/2ex times as big as

the LRT's at some parameter points. This is a tenfold increase if ex = .05 and

a fiftyfold increase if ex = .01.

Robertson and Wegman (1978) found the LRT for the testing problem in

which H1 is the null hypothesis and Ho is the alternative hypothesis. That is

the null hypothesis states that e is in a cone and the alternative hypothesis

states that e is not in the cone. The test statistic is quite different in that

case. The test statistic involves isotonic regression estimates of e and the

critical values for the test are percentiles for weighted sums of chi-squared

or beta distributions. Our formulation of the problem is the appropriate one
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if one wishes to determine if the data confirm that the inequalities specified

in HI are true.

For many computations, it is more convenient to consider this

transformed version of the original problem that was used by Sasabuchi

(1980). Let! be a p x p nonsingular matrix such that !E!' =lp, the p x p

identity matrix. Thus !-1 (!-1)' = ~. Make / the transformation Y = TX.- Then

So {a:- ~i ~ > 0, i = l, ... ,k} =• if and only if {e:

i = l,... ,k} =• and {~1 ""'~k} has no redundant vectors if and only if

{!?"""!?k} has no redundant vectors. Thus our original testing problem is

equivalent to observing ! and testing

a:a < 0 for some i = l, ... ,k....... 1 ....... -

versus

a:a> 0 for all i = l, ... ,k .
-1.-

The LRT rejects Ho if Zi = (aiY)/.Jaiai L Zex for all i = l,... ,k. We willN N __

consistently use the notation X, p, b i for quantities in the original problem- ,.. -
and !, ~, ~i for quantities in the transformed problem.

In Section 2, we prove some preliminary results that will later be used to

show that various tests are size-ex tests. The reader may only wish to read

the theorems' statements on first reading. But Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 should

be noted. In Section 3 we describe a size-ex test that is uniformly more

powerful than the LRT. We compare the powers of the two tests for the sign

testing problem (l.3) when p = 2. In Section 4 we discuss an even more

powerful test for the sign testing problem (l.3). In Section 5, the sign

testing problem (1.3) with p = 2 is considered with an unknown variance. In

Section 6, a two-sided version of the problem is considered and a size-ex test
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that is uniformly more powerful than the LRT is described for a sign testing

problem.
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2. PRELIMINARY THEOREMS

The following results will be used in subsequent sections to prove that

various tests are size-a tests. If ~ is a vector, we use the notation

'~II = v'f~

LEMMA 2.1: Let ~ and ~ be two vectors such that -R~I.R~II < ~'~ ~ o.

Define d = 'Y~ + o~, where 'Y and 0 are the numbers

and

o =

Then ~ satisfies (i) II ~D = 1, (ii) ~' ~ = 0, (iii) ~' ~ > 0, (iv) if r is such that

both ~'r ~ 0 and ~'r ~ 0 then ~'r ~ 0, and (v) if r is such that both

~ r ~ 0 and ~' r ~ 0 then ~' r ~ o.

PROOF: Note that the conditions on ~ and ~ imply that ~ =: 0 and ~ =: 0 and,

hence, all ratios are well defined. (i), (ii), and (iii) are easily verified.

Notice that 0 > 0 and 'Y ~ O. So if ~' r ~ 0 and ~' r ~ 0, then

~' r = 'Y(~' r) + o(~' r) ~ 0, verifying (iv). (v) is similar. I

LEMMA 2.2: Let~, ~ and d be as in Lemma 2.1. If r is a vector and c is a

number such that ~' r/II~II ~ c and ~' r/II~II ~ c, then

d' >
N ~ -

.~u .II~H - ~'~

.~H .•~u + f~

If ~ is a vector and c is a number such that ~'~/U~H ~ c and ~'~/"~" < c,

then
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d'y <...... -
R~n·n~n - ~'~

.~R·U~n + f~

PROOF: We will prove the first result. Replace all the ".?." with "<" in the

following to prove the second result. Define the vector

Recalling that ~'~ = 0, notice that ~'!/n~H = c and 2'!/I,~n =c. Thus

g' (y - f)/RgU .?. 0 and h' (y - f)/Hhn > 0 and, hence, g' (y - f) > 0 and
HAl N N NN N _- _,.,,_-

~' (~ - D .?. O. By Lemma 2.1, this implies ~' (~ - !) .?. 0, that is,

~' ~ .?. ~'!. It is easily verified that

d'f
.~u.n~. - ~'~

n~n· H~n + ~'~

proving the first result. •

The constants used to define the rejection regions for our tests were

defined in the Abstract. For completeness we repeat the definition.

DEFINITION 2.1: For 0 < ex < .5, define the integer J by the inequality

J - I < 1/2ex .5. J. Define the constants co,""cu as follows: Co = OJ,

Cj = Zjex, j = I, ... ,J-I; cJ =0; Cj = -CU-j' j = J+l, ... ,2J

Notice that Co > C1 >...> CU. If 1/2ex is an integer (as it is for ex = .10,

.05 and .01), then CUC:U... ,C2J-l are the normal percentiles, zex,

Z2ex"",Z(U-l )ex' For any ex, if Z has a standard normal distribution, then

P(c j .5. Z .5. Cj-l) = or: for j = I,... , J-l, and j = J+2, ... ,2J.

P(cJ .5. Z .5. c]-t> = P(C]+l .5. Z .5. cJ) .5. ex with equality if 1/2ex is an integer.
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LEMMA 2.3: Let ~ and h satisfy the conditions in Lemma 2.1. Define the sets

sf,...,sh by

(2.1) s~ = {y:
J N

g'y

c j ~ ;~; ~ c j _1 ' < c. I} .- J-

Let y ,., Np(~,!p)' If ~'~ = 0, then

23
P~(y £ U S~) < a

.- j=l J

PROOF: Let

r=j l~n'B~n - ~'~

B~n.n~n + f~

Let d be the vector described in Lemma 2.1. Define the sets st,...,s'1J by

g'y

c j ~ ~~; ~ c j _1' c.r < d'y < c. 1r}J - N N - J-

Lemma 2.2 implies that S1 c 5j. Also

-=
n~n

a set with probability zero, and sj n st = • if 'j-i I > 1. Thus

(2.2)

The random variables ~'!/R~B and d'Y are independent normal random

variables since ~'!p~ = ~' ~ = O.

distribution if ~' ~ = O. Thus

And g'Y/RgU has a standard normal
N N N

c.r < d'Y < c. 1r)J -,.,,., - J-
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= ex •

This with (2.2) yields the desired result. I

The construction in the proof of Lemma 2.3 is illustrated in Figure 2.1 for

the case, p = k = 2, a = .2, ~' = (-1,2), ~' = (1,0). In this case l/2a = 2.5 so

J = 3 and Cl = -Cs = .84, C2 = -C4 = .25, C3 = O. The diamond shaped regions

are the sets sf,...,s:. The rectangular regions with dotted borders are the

sets st,...,st. Note that S1 c st. It is because the angle 'TJ i 90·, i.e,

g' h < 0, that we can construct the rectangles to contain the diamonds. The
... ... -

dotted lines with negative slope correspond to the rs for which ~' r = c j r,

j = 1,... ,5.

The rejection regions for the tests we will consider are formed from the

following sets.

in Definition 2.1, define the following sets.

R. = {v: c. < z. < c. l' i = I, ... ,k}J ~ J - 1 - J-
j = 1, ... ,23.

Under the transformation r =Tx described in Section 1, the set R j is mapped

onto the set

h·:
a:y a:y

I, ... ,k}s. i
-1- -1'" < i= C. = c. l' = .

J J "a:a.
Ua. n J-
"'1

"'1-1
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SETS FROM LEMMA 2.3
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... ..\,
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\,,

\ ,
\

\
\, \ ....

,,

\

\ -2
\

\
\

\

\

\

\ Y1\

-2 -1 1 2
\ ..

\
\ ,

(,
\

Figure 2. 1



The following two theorems will be used to show that various tests are

size-Ole We state them in terms of the original quantities ~, ~, and 2i as that

is the context in which they will be used

(l.l) is nonempty and has no redundant vectors. Suppose further that for

each i = l,... ,k there is an m e {l,... ,k} (m will depend on i) such that

2 i E2m i O. Let 0 < 01 < .5 and cO,... ,C2J" and RlJ... ,R2J be as in Definitions 2.1

and 2.2. If ~ satisfies 2i~ = 0 for some i E {l,... ,k}, then

2J
P (X E U R.) _< 01.

S! - j=l J

PROOF: Using the transformation Y =!'!, we have that

2J
P (X E U R.) =

It - J
IC j=l

2J
P~(Y E uS.)

-- j=l J

where ~ = !~. Note that ~i~ = 2i!-I!~ = O. Let m be such that

Since HI is nonempty,

~i~m > -I~i .·'~m.· (~i~m cannot be less than -I~i .·.~m" and ~i~m =

-Iaj .·Hamn implies am = -raj for some positive constant r. But this would_ _ N N

imply HI is empty.) Thus ~l and ~m satisfy the conditions on ~ and ~ in

Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. Notice that with ~ = ~i and ~ = ~m, S j from

Definition 2.1 is a subset of SJ from (2.1). Thus from Lemma 2.3 we have

2J 2J 2J
PIt(~ E u R.) = P9(Y E uS.) i P9(Y E u S~) <

IC j=l J j=l J - j=l J

01 • I

The second theorem we will use is quite general and unrelated to the

special structure we have used up to now. But we have not found it stated

in the literature in this generality.
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Let R be a set and b be a vector such that-
2' ~ ~ 0 for every ~ I: R. Let e be a vector such that 2'e i O. Then there

exists a vector e* such that ~'e* = 0 and P~*(~ I: R) l P~(~ I: R).

PROOF: If 2'e = 0 then e* = e satisfies the requirements. So assume

2'e < O. Let '! be the nonsingular matrix defined in Section 1. Make the

transformation! = TX. Let Q = ,!R = {r: r = ,!~, ~ I: R}. Then

! - Np(~ = !e,!p) and Pp(~ I: R) = Pa(! I: Q).- -
Let a' = b' r 1 •- Then

~'~ = ~'~ l 0 for all ~ I: Q and ~'~ = ~'e < O. Now let ~ = (~l""'~p)' be

an orthogonal matrix with ~1 = a/lal.- - Make the transformation U = OY.- Let

P = ~ = {~: ~ = ~~, ~ I: Q}. Then ~ - Np(~ = ~~,!p) and Pv(~ I: P) =

Pa(! I: Q). For every ~ I: P, Ul = ~'~/H~n l O. Also, VI = ~'~/u~n < O. Thus-

< J...J
P

-p/2 (1 2 +.! ~ 2) .
(2~) exp - -2(ul - 0) 2 L (u.-v.) dul···du

. 2 1. 1. P1.=

where ~*' = (O,v;u ... ,vp ). Now making the two inverse transformations we have

vf = 0,

Hence

O'v* =
p
r

i=2
v.o.

1.-1.

p
=a'(r v . o .)

- • 1. -1.
1.=2
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But 2i 2i = 0 for i = 2,... ,p since 0 was orthogonal. Hence~'e* = 0 as was to

be shown. I

Of course e* in Theorem 2.2 could be thought of as the projection of e

onto the {e: ~'e = OJ where the projection is in terms of a norm defined by

t.
N
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3. A TEST THAT IS MORE POWERFUL THAN THE LRT

Under certain conditions, the following test will be shown to be a size-ex

test that is uniformly more powerful than the LRT for the testing problem

described in (1.1).

DEFINITION 3.1= For values of ex that satisfy 0 < ex < .5, define Test I to be

the test that rejects Ho if

J
~ E U R.

j=I J

where the sets Rj are defined in Definition 2.2. That is, if

Zi = (~i~)/~iE~i then Test I rejects Ho if, for some j E {I, ... ,J},

Cj < Zi < Cj-l for all i = l,w,k.

Note that only half of the sets R u ... ,R2J from Definition 2.2 are in the

rejection region of Test I.

EXAMPLE 3.1: Let p = k = 2. Suppose Xl and X2 are independent and

Xi ... Nd}liJO'f). Let 2;' = (1,0) and 2; = (0,1) so we are testing

Ho : }ll i 0 or }l2 i 0 versus HI: }ll > 0 and }l2 > O. Then Zi = Xt!O'i and

Test I rejects Ho if c j i ZI,Z2 i Cj-l for some j E {I,... ,J}. For example, if

ex = .10, then J = 5 and Cl = 1.28, C2 = .84, C3 = .52, c. = .25 and Cs = o. So

this rejection region consists of the five rectangles labelled Ru... ,Rs in

Figure 3.1.

EXAMPLE 3.2: Let p = k = 2 and Xl and X2 be independent. with

Z2 = Xl/O'l' For the case of 0'1 = 0'2 = I and ex = .2, these are the conditions

used to construct Figure 2.1. The rejection region for Test I is sf u sf u sf
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REJECTION REGIONS FOR LRT, TEST I AND TEST II

IN BIVARIATE SIGN TESTING PROBLEM, ex = .10

2
-

R1

-
R2

R3

R4
RS

R6 I I zl =
- 1 2

-

--

-1

1

-2

I
-2 -1

Ra
Rg

Figure 3.1



in Figure 2.1 where the axes are now the Xl - X2 axes. For a smaller, more

common value of a, the picture would be similar but with more, but smaller,

diamond shaped regions in the rejection region.

We now prove that Test I has the properties we desire.

THEOREM 3.1= For the testing problem described in (1.1), suppose that for

each i = l, ... ,k there exists and m I: {l, ... ,k} (m will depend on i) such that

2i E2m i o. If 0 < a < .5 then Test I is a size-a test and Test I is uniformly

more powerful than the size-a LRT.

PROOF: The size-a LRT, as found by Sasabuchi (1980), rejects Ho if Zi ~ Za

for all i = l,... ,k. But Co = 10 and Cl = za. So the set Rl is the rejection

region of the size-a LRT. Since R l is a subset of the rejection region Test

I, Test I is uniformly more powerful than the size-a LRT.

Let Hs = {e: 2ie ~ 0 for all i = l,... ,k and 2ie = 0 for some n.
Sasabuchi showed that SUPpI:HsPp(~ & Hl ) = a, that is, the LRT is a size-a

.. N

test for Sasabuchi's null hypothesis, Hs • But Hs C Ho and

J
HI C u H. ,

j=l J

so

a =

(3.1)
J

P (X & U H.)
IL - J
«; j=l

= size of Test 1.

Now, let e & Ho • Then there exists an i such that b~p < O. For all_1 __

J

~ & U H. ,
j=l J
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we have

Qi~

"b:Eb.
-1--1

and, hence, ~i~ ~ O. Thus by Theorem 2.2, there is a e* with 2ie* = 0 such

that

(3.2)
J J

p *(X £ u R.) > P (X £ U R.)
M - j=l J - M - j=l J

By Theorem 2.1, the conditions on {Ql, ••. ,Qk} imply that

(3.3)
2J J

a ~ PIL*(~ £ U R
J
.) > PIL*(~ £ U R

J
.)

~ j=l ~ j=l

Since e £ Ho was arbitrary, (3.2) and (3.3) imply

(3.4)
J

P (X £ U R.) = size of Test I.
IL - J
~ j=l

(3.1) and (3.4) show that Test I is a size-a test. I

It may seem curious that one can take a size-ex test (the LRT), add sets

of positive probability to the rejection region, and still have a size-ex test.

This is possible because, although SUPp£HsPp(~ £ Rl ) = ex, Pp(~ £ Rl ) < ex for- - -
every e £ Ho • Sasabuchi (1980) showed that the supremum was only attained

in a limit as one 2ie = 0 and all other 2Je ~ CD. Test I's power function

satisfies

J
P (X £ Rl ) < P (Y £ U R.) < aIL- IL~ J
~ ~ j=l

for all e £ Roo

To illustrate quantitatively the improvement in power that is provided by

Test I, consider again the bivariate sign testing problem from Example 3.1.

We use al = a2 =1. We use ex = .10 so the rejection region for Test I is
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R l U ...U Rs in Figure 3.1 and the rejection region for the LRT is just Ri" Let

and

be the power functions of Test I and the LRT, respectively. These two

functions are graphed for certain e values in Figures 3.2a, b, and c. In

each figure the lowest graph is fJde) and the middle graph is fJde). (The

top graph is the graph of the power function of a test that will be described

in Section 4.) In Figure 3.2a, the graphs are for values of e' = (0,).'),

).' ~ O. These values are on the boundary of Ho so the graphs are

everywhere less than ex = .10. An unbiased test would have a power function

equal to ex = .10 for all these e values. Test I and the LRT are biased but

Test I is less so, having a minimum value of fJd2) = .05 rather than

Pd2) = .01. Figure 3.2b provides power function graphs for mean vectors on

the diagonal, e' = ().',p), p ~ o. fJde) is noticably above fJde) for p i 2 with

the largest difference, fJde) - fJde) ::$ .07 occurring is the range

.5 < p < 1. Figure 3.2c has power function graphs for mean vectors of the

form e' = (.5).',).'), ).' L o. PI(e) is noticably larger than Pde) for p i 3 with

the maximum difference, Pde) - Pde) ::$ .06 occurring the the range

.5 < p < 1.1. Another comparison of PI to PL is given in Figure 3.3 where

contours of the ratio PI(e)/Pde) are graphed. The ratio is always bigger

than one, of course, since fJ I (e) > PL(e)' The graph shows that the ratio is 5

at e = 2, as is easily calculated, .05/.01 = 5. The ratio converges to one as

Pl ~ '" and P2 ~ "', because, in this case both fJde) ~ 1 and fJde) ~ 1. But

the ratio remains large for a reasonable range of e values. For example, Test

I is 40% better than the LRT, that is, fJI(e)/fJde) = 1.4, for e with

Pl + ).'2 Z 1.8. (The contours in Figure 3.3 are not straight lines. We are
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POWER FUNCTIONS FOR ~1 =~, 0 < ~ < 4
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POW£R FUNCTIONS FOR ~, =·.5*~, 0 < ~ < 4
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only approximating the fJr(e)/fh(e) =1.4 contour with the line Pl + P2 =1.8 in

this statement.)

The power comparison mentioned after (1.3) can be easily made. Let

Xu... ,Xp be independent and let Xi ... NdPi ,an. Consider testing

Ho : Pi.5. 0 for some i = l,... ,p versus Hl : Pi > 0 for all i = l, ... ,p.

Then Zi = Xdai and the LRT rejects Ho if Zi ~ Zex for all i = l,... ,p. If

e = 9, Zi NdO,l) for all i and the ZiS are independent. Hence fJd9) =

P(Zl ~ zex, ,Zp ~ zex) = ex p
• For test I,

J J
fJr<Q) = r PQ<RJo) = r PQ<c

J
".5. Zi .5. cJo_1, i = l, ... ,p) .

j=l j=l

The first J-l terms in the sum are all ex P since c j = Zjex, j =O,... ,J-l. The

last term may be less than ex P but, if 1/2ex is an integer, the last term is also

ex P and J = 1/2ex. Thus fJr<9) ::$ Jex P
::$ ex P /2ex = ex P- l /2. So, for this sign

testing problem, fJr(9)/fJd9) ::$ (ex P- l /2)/ex P =1/2ex. 1/2(.1) = 5 is the value of

the contour at e = 0 in Figure 3.3.
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4. AN EVEN MORE POWERFUL TEST

Test I from Section 3 is not necessarily the most powerful size-ex test.

In some cases there exists size-ex tests that are uniformly more powerful than

Test I. In this section we will give an example of such a test.

We shall call the more powerful test, Test II. Test II will reject Ho if

where J < M

M
u R.

j=l J

< 2J. The rejection region for Test II consists of the rejection

region for Test I plus some more of the sets R j. Hence, Test II is obviously

more powerful than Test I or the LRT. But the verification that Test II is a

size-ex test is more difficult. Theorem 2.2 cannot be used because the

rejection region does not lie on one side of a plane defined by ~' ~ = O. In

fact, it is not obvious that we will still have a size-ex test if we add even one

set, R]+ lJ to the rejection region of Test 1.

Test II may be primarily of theoretical interest because it has a rather

counterintuitive property. For any ~ .: R j , where j > J, ~i~ i 0 for all

i = l,...k. Thus, if we reject" Ho for such an ~, we are deciding that

~i~ > 0 for all i = l, ,k even though the estimate of ~, ~, satisfies

~ i ~ i 0 for all i = l, ,k. Although we will demonstrate in an example that M

can be chosen so that Test II is a size-ex test that is uniformly more powerful

than Test I, the important question might be this. Is there a size-ex test

with power comparable to Test II that only rejects for x such that b i x > 0_ AI _ -

for all i = l, ... ,k?

The example we will consider is again the bivariate sign testing problem.

! ... N2(~,12) (for simplicity of notation we consider both variances equal to

one). We are testing Ho: PI i 0 or pz i 0 versus HI: PI > 0 and pz > O.
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For ex = .10, Test I has the rejection region

5
~ I: U R.,

j=l J

where the Rj are depicted in Figure 3.1. We will show that Test II, with

rejection region

9
~ I: U R. ,

j=l J

is also size-ex = .10. To compute the size of Test II we will use techniques

involving majorization and Schur convexity. The reader is referred to

Marshall and Olkin (1974) for all definitions regarding these concepts. Each

of the sets, R j = {(xuxz): Cj i XuXz i cj-d is a Schur convex set and any

union of Schur convex sets is a Schur conv~x set. Thus the rejection region

for Test II, for any M, is a Schur convex set. The density of ! is Schur

concave. By Theorem 2.1 of Marshall and Olkin (1974), the power function of

Test II,

is a Schur concave function. That is, if e majorizes e*, i.e., PI + pz =
pf + pt and max{pupz} ~ max{pf,pt}, then fJlde*) ~ fJII(e)'

The size of Test II is sUPeI:HofJII(e). We wish to determine the largest M,

J < M < 23, (if any exists) for which the size is ex. Letel: Ho with

Pl + pz > O. Since min{pupz} i 0, e majorizes e* = (Pl + PHO)'. The

rejection region of Test II, for any M, is subset of

2J
u

j=l
R.•

J

So by Theorem 2.1, fJ II (p) < fJ I dp*) < ex. Now let P I: Ho with Pl + pz < O.- - - - - -

Then e majorizes e* = (jJ.,jJ.)' where jJ. = (PI + pz) /2.
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If we can show that fJI x(jL,jL) < ex for all jL .5.. 0, then we will have verified

that Test II is a size-ex test. Furthermore, we actually need only verify

fJI I (jJ,jJ) .5.. ex for CM .5.. jJ .5.. O. The reason for this is that for every

M
u R.

j=l J

Xl + X2 ~ 2CM' Thus by translating the problem so that (CM,CM) is the origin,

we can use Theorem 2.2 to show that fJII (jL,jL) .5.. fJII (CM,CM) for all jL < CM' For

ex = .10, .05 and .01, we calculated fJ II (jL,jL) for CM .5.. jL .5.. 0 on a grid with

spacing .001 to find the maximum M for which fJII (jL,jL) .5.. ex for all such jL.

The results are shown in Table 4.1. So Test II with M equal to the value in

the table is a size-ex test. In the table we also list the value of jL, cM .5.. jL .5..

0, at which fJII(jL,jL) is maximized and the maximum value of fJIdjL,jL). But note

that the size of Test II is ex, not the value listed as fJ II (jJ,jL). The

SUP~£HofJII(e) occurs, as with Test I and the LRT, in the limit of

parameter points (O,~) as ~ ~ m.

The power function for Test II for ex = .10 is the top graph in Figures

3.2a, band c. For JJ near 0 fJ II (JJ) is 1.8 times bigger than fJ I (JJ) and 9 times_ _, N _

bigger than fJde)' In Figure 3.2a, one can see that Test II is much more

nearly an unbiased test than either of the other two. But, despite these

superior power properties, Test II is probably only of theoretical interest,

for the reasons mentioned earlier.

TABLE 4.1 VALUE OF M THAT GIVES SIZE ex FOR TEST II

ex M Ji. at which maximum occurs fJII ()i, Ji.)

.10 9 .000 .01000

.05 19 -.884 .04906

.01 95 -.901 .00985
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5. UNKNOWN VARIANCE EXAMPLE

The previous sections all dealt with models in which ~, the covariance

matrix, is known. Sasabuchi (1980) also considered two models in which ~ was

unknown. (See Sasabuchi (l987a and 1987b) for much more detail.) He

considered the model in which ~ was completely unknown and the model in

which ~ = a"~, a" unknown and ~ known. He showed that the LRTs for these

models were very similar to the LRT in the known ~ case. Namely the test

statistics Zi were the same, except ~ was replaced by an estimate, and the

critical value Zex was replaced with a t-distribution percentile, t ex.

Because of the similarities it is natural to ask whether making the same

changes in Test I will yield a test that is size-ex and uniformly more powerful

than the LRT. The answer, unfortunately, is that, in general, this method of

test construction does not yield a size-ex test. We describe an example that

illustrates this fact. But the example also illustrates that even for moderate

sample sizes, the test has size close to ex and may be preferable to the LRT

because of its higher power.

Consider again the bivariate sign testing problem. We are testing

Ho: Pl i 0 or P" i 0 versus H l : Pl > 0 and pz > O. Suppose Xl and X" are

independent with Xi'" N1 (Pi ,a" ). Let S" an independent estimate of a" such

that vS" / a" has a chi-squared distribution with v degrees of freedom (df).

Typically S" will be a pooled estimate of a" based on samples from the two

populations that gave rise to Xl and X". The LRT rejects Ho if

Xl/S > t ex and X,,/S > t ex where t ex is the upper lOOex percentile of a

t-distribution with v df. Define co,... ,cJ" as in Definition 2.1 except with t jex,

t-distribution percentiles, replacing the normal percentiles, z jex' Letting

Rj = {(xux",s): Cj.5. Xl/S .5. Cj-U Cj .5. x,,/s .5. cj-d, we consider the analogue

of Test I, the test that rejects Ho if
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If we let hO'(s) be the density of S, the power function of this test can be

expressed as

(5.1)
.. J

Pr(M,O') =f r p (c.s < Xl < c. IS, c.s < X2 < c. Is)h (s)ds .o j=l M,O' J - J- J J- 0'

Using Theorem 2.2 on the integrand in (5.1), it can easily be shown that

(5.2) sup PI(M,O') =
(Pt ,P2, 0') £Ho

sup PI«p,O),l) .
O~< ..

We calculated Pr( (p,O) ,1) for values of P between °and 20 by increments

of .1 using numeric integration. We did the calculations for a = .10 and .05

and various df. In every case we found that Pr«p,O),I) increased to a

maximum that was greater than a and then decreased to a. The results of

these calculations are summarized in Table 5.1. The table gives P«O,O),I), the

value of P that gives the largest value of P( (p,O),1) called Pmax' Pr( (Pmax,O) ,1)

which by (5.2) is the size of the test, and Pr«(14,0),I). The calculations

always gave the same value of Pr< (p,O) ,1) for all P ~ 14. It is clear that

lim Pr«p,O),l) =a. So the nearness of Pr«14,0),1) to a gives an indication
~
of the accuracy of the computations. In all cases, 'Pr«14,0),1)-al ~ .0002.

It can be seen from Table 5.1 that in every case the size of the test,

P«Pmax,O),I), is greater than a. So in this example, this construction does not

yield a size-a test. But the size of the test does approach a as the df

becomes large. Even for df as small as ten (which could correspond to

sample sizes of six from each population if S2 is the pooled estimate of 0'2)

the size of this test is close to a. So for moderate or large df, this test

might be preferable to the LRT since its size is approximately a and it has

higher power.
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TABLE 5.1 SIZE OF TEST I IN UNKNOWN VARIANCE EXAMPLE

Degrees of size of test =
Freedom I1r ((O,O),l) Pmax I1r ((p ,0),1) 11

1
((14,0),1)max

ex = .10

2 .0681 1.7 .1235 .0999

4 .0591 1.8 .1102 .1000

6 .0560 2.0 .1059 .1000

8 .0545 2.1 .1039 .1000

10 .0536 2.2 .1028 .1000

12 .0530 2.2 .1021 .1000

16 .0522 2.4 .1012 .1000

20 .0518 2.5 .1009 .1001

30 .0512 2.7 .1005 .1001

50 .0509 2.9 .1003 .1002

120 .0503 3.4 .1000 .1000

• .0500 • .1000 .1000

ex = .05

2 .0371 1.7 .0702 .0500

4 .0309 1.8 .0600 .0500

6 .0288 1.9 .0564 .0500

8 .0278 2.0 .0546 .0500

10 .0272 2.1 .0535 .0500

12 .0269 2.1 .0528 .0500

16 .0264 2.2 .0519 .0500

20 .0261 2.3 .0514 .0500

30 .0257 2.4 .0508 .0500

50 .0255 2.6 .0505 .0501

120 .0252 3.0 .0501 .0500

• .0250 • .0500 .0500
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6. A UNIFORMLY MORE POWERFUL TEST IN A TWO-SIDED PROBLEM

In this section we return to the known covariance model and consider a

two-sided problem involving linear inequalities. A two-sided version of the

testing problem (1.1) is obtained if the alternative hypothesis is

H t U (-H t ) where Ht is the set defined in (l.l). That is, consider testing

2HO: ~iM i 0 for some i = l, ... ,k and ~iM L 0 for some i = l, ... ,k

(6.1) versus

2HI: QiM> 0 for all i = l, ... ,k or ~iM < 0 for all i = l, ... ,k .

Sasabuchi (1980) showed that the LRT rejects H~ if Zi =2i~/~iE2i L c for

all i = l, ... ,k or Z I i -c for all i = l, ... ,k. Sasabuchi showed that in some

cases the constant c that yields a size-a test is c = za. We will show for the

sign testing problem that Test III, the test that rejects H~ if

23
U

j=l
R. ,

J

is a size-a test that is uniformly more powerful than the LRT. (The sets R j

are still the sets in Definition 2.2.) Note that if c = Za, then R t U R2J' is the

rejection region for the LRT. Thus Test III is obviously a more powerful

test than the LRT. The difficulty is in showing that it is a size-a test.

As mentioned in Section 1, Sasabuchi (1980) actually considered a different

null hypothesis. His null hypothesis was that e was on the boundary of H~.

His alternative was H~. For Sasabuchi's problem, Theorem 2.1 provides two

insights. It shows that c = za is the constant that yields a size-a LRT in a

broader class of problems than found by Sasabuchi. It also shows that for

this broader class, Test III is a size-a test that is uniformly more powerful

than the LRT. Sasabuchi's Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 imply that if 2 i kip
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and 2i ~2m ~ 0 for all i =m, i, m = I,... ,k, then c = Zoe' Theorem 2.1 does not

require k ~ p and only requires 2i ~2m ~ 0 for one m for each i. Since any

t! on the boundary of Hf satisfies 2it! =0 for some i, Theorem 2.1 implies that

c = Zoe yields a size-oe LRT for Sasabuchi's null hypothesis and that Test III

is also a size-oe test, under the conditions stated in the theorem.

For the rest of this section, except the final paragraph where extensions

will be discussed, we consider the sign testing problem. Let Xu... ,Xp be

independent, Xi'" N1 (p i ,a f) and consider testing

p. < 0 for some i = l, ... ,p and po > 0 for some i = l, ... ,p
1 1

(6.2) versus

p.> 0 for all i = l, •.. ,p or p.< 0 for all i = l, ... ,p
1 1

The LRT rejects H3 if Xt/aj L Zoe for all i = I, ... ,p or Xt/ai ~ -Zoe for all i =
I,... ,p. Test III rejects H3 if for some j = 1,... ,23, c j ~ Xt/ai ~ c j-l for all i =

I, ... ,p.

To see that Test III is a size-oe test in this problem, let Z i = X j / a i • Then

is a Schur convex subset of the ~ space and the density of ~ is Schur

concave. We will use Theorem 2.1 of Marshall and Olkin (1974) to show that

Test III is a size-oe test. Let t! E Hg. If Pi L 0 for all i = 1,... ,p or

Pi ~ 0 for all i = 1,... ,p, then Pi = 0 for some i (since t! E H3). By Theorem

2.1,

23
P (X E U R.) < oe .
~.. j=l J -

So suppose Pi > 0 for some i and Pi < 0 for some i. Suppose
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p
r a. > o.

i=l 1.

Without loss of generality we can assume a 1 ~...~an > 0 > a n+1 ~...~ a p where

1 i n < p. Let

p n
a = ( r 8. / r 8 )

. 1 1. • 1 n1.= 1.=

and define ~* by af =aa i' i = l,... ,n, af =0, i = n + l,... ,p and

* - a* l' Pi - a ii' - l, ... ,p. Since 0 i a < 1, ~ majorizes ~*. So by Theorem 2.1 of

Marshall and Olkin (1974)

23
P (X £ U R.) =

IL '" J
0<; j=l

23
Pa( U {c. < Z. < c. l' for all i =

J - 1. - J'" j=l
l, ... ,p})

23_< Pa*(.u {c. < Z. < c. l' for all i = l, ... ,p})
J - 1. - J-'" J=l

23
= P *(X £ U R.)

IL '" J
0<; j=l

The case of e £ HB,

p
r a. < 0 ,

i=l 1.

< ex . (Theorem 2.1) .

can be similarly handled. Thus Test III is a size-ex test for testing (6.2).

An application in which the two-sided hypotheses might be of interest is

suggested by Gail and Simon (1985). As mentioned in the Abstract, let

Pi = V:z i-VI i where V j i is the average response of the i th patient subset

(i = l,... ,p) to the jth treatment (j =1,2). If Pi > 0 for all i =1,... ,p, then

Treatment 2 is better in all subsets. If Pi < 0 for all i = l, ... ,p, then

Treatment 1 is better in all subsets. Thus Hf states that the same treatment
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is better for all subsets. In the terminology of Gail and Simon, there is no

qualitative interaction between treatment effects and patient subsets. Gail

and Simon had HY: "no qualitative interaction" as the null hypothesis. So

the LRT they study is different than the one we have considered and our

results are not generally applicable in their problem. But in one case, p = 2

patient subsets, our Test III provides a uniformly more powerful size-ex test

in the Gail and Simon problem. To see this, let PI = V:zl - VI17 as before,

but let P2 = V12 - V22' Now, Hy: PI > 0, P2 > 0 or PI < 0, P2 < 0 states that

there is a qualitative interaction, as in the Gail and Simon formulation. For

this special case, Zelterman (1987) has constructed an approximate test that is

uniformly more powerful than the Gail and Simon LRT and locally most

powerful at !:! = 2.
We have only shown that Test III is a size-ex test for the special sign

testing problem (6.2). For the more general problem (6.1), Theorem 2.1 would

still be useful. To use majorization and Schur convexity as we have, one

would need to show that

23
u

j=l
R.

J

(possibly after some transformation) is a Schur convex set. If p = k = 2,

this is always possible. For example, in Figure 2.1, the plane can be rotated

so that the line YI = Y2 bisects the sets sf,...,st. But, if p Z. 3, this may

not be possible. For example, it does not seem that

23
u

j=l
R.

J

resulting from the two-sided simple order hypothesis,

o
HI: PI <••• < Pp or PI >••• > Pp ,

can be rotated to be a Schur convex set if p > 3. Thus other techniques
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may be needed to find uniformly more powerful tests in the general

two-sided problem.
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